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ABSTRACT
A retarded time superposition principle is formulated and proved for two-particle correlation function in
a multispecies relativistic, and fully electromagnetic plasma. This principle is used to obtain the relativistic
collision operator. Starting from the relativistic Klimontovich equation, the statistical (Liouville) average of
the Klimontovich equation yields an expression for the collision operator in terms of the two-time two-point
correlation function for two particles, G12 (1, ti; 2, t2). It is proved that G12(1, ti; 2, t2) can be written in a
retarded time superposition form in terms of the self correlation W 1 (1, ti; 2, t2) and the discreteness response
function P(1, t1 ; 2, t2). The equation for the pair correlation finction G12 (1, ti; t, t2) excluding triplet or higher
order correlations, is thus replaced by the simpler equation for P(1, t1 ; 2, t 2). This is the test particle problem,
which relates P(1, tj; 2, t2) to the discreteness source term Wu(1, tj; 2, t2 ). The equations for P(1, tj; 2, t2 ) and
W 1 (1, tj; 2, t2) are solved for stationary, homogeneous plasmas without external fields. With these solutions,
the collision operator is expressed in terms of the relativistic dielectric properties of the plasma.
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I. Introduction
In this paper, the shielded electromagnetic and relativistic collision operator is derived for a multi-
species plasma. The unshielded operator for electrostatic interactions was first derived by Landau'; Balescu
aid Lenard 3 independently found the shielded operator. In 1961, Silin 4 derived the collision operator for
electromagnetic interactions. This derivation was based upon taking the nonquantum limit of the weak inter-
action approximation for one time pair correlation determined by a quantum mechanical equation previously
obtained by Klimontovich and Temko.5 In taking the nonquantun limit, Silin also uses a result obtained
by Moller.P Silin characterizes his derivation inconsistently as relativistic. The one time pair correction that
he uses is written for non-relativistic particles (for which p = me). It is clear that a consistent relativistic-
electromagnetic generalization of the pair correlation should incorporate a self-consistent treatment of the
electromagnetic field coupled with the relativistic particle dynamics. This leads to a retarded time reformulation
of the whole problem of calculating the pair correlations which is inherently different from that considered
by Klimontovich and Temnko. The collision integral derived by Silin is formally identical to that obtained
in this paper, the only difference being in the way the momenta are related to the velocities involved in the
final formula. This agreement is only superficial, because Silin's approach is originated from a nonrelativistic
treatment of particle dynamics. It should be mentioned that there is much literature7 on the solution of the
equation for the one time pair correlation.
In a recent paper by Bezzerides and Dubois8 a very elaborate approach to the relativistic plasmas was
developed. The authors combine the Feynman-Schwinger electrodynamics with the Green's function theory
of nonequilibrium quantum statistical mechanics for treating ultrarelativistic plasmas. It is clear that quantum
effects become very important for such plasmas and therefore that a quantum mechanical treatment should
be used. In this paper, the classical limit of the collision term reduces to that given by Silin in addition to
non-adiabatic correction term, which becomes important in the case of unstable plasmas modes or for very
small plasma emission and absorption rates in the collisionless limit. The Bezzerides and Dubois treatment of
the non-adiabatic correction is, however, based on an ansatz. This ansatz is used in deriving the equation for
the contributions to the degree of excitation of the fields in excess of the adiabatic limit. The model is linear
in the sense that it ignores possible colLaional modifications of the non-adiabatic contributions. The authors
clearly state that an accurate evaluation of the validity of the adiabatic limit requires a collisional treatment of
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the damping of the non-adiabatic fluctuations. '[he decoupling between collisional and non-adiabatic efFects,
which is introduced by this ansatz, leads to a collision integral separated from the non-adiabatic contribution,
in the source term of the covariant kinetic equation. This is in favor of the idea that a quantum electrodynami-
cal treatment of the ultrarelativistic electrons, excluding the non-adiabatic contribution, could be simpler, if
necessary, leading to the result that Silin heuristically derived. Whether or not a relativistic analysis or, to what
extent, a linear treatment of the non-adiabatic contributions should be appropriate is still, to the extent of our
knowledge, an open question.
Beliaev and Budker,9 and most recently Bernstein,10 derived the collision integral for relativistic and
electromagnetic plasmas in cases where screening effects could be ignored.
In the present paper, we clarify some of these issues using a classical approach. The main point is the use
of the "superposition form" for the pair correlation function. This idea was introduced by Rostoker." In this
paper, Rostoker's result is generalized to include retardation effects and then the validity of the generalization is
proved for a multi-species plasma. The proof does not assume the exclusion of external fields, inhomogeneitics,
and non-stationary behavior, as long as this inclusion conforms with the truncation of the hierarchy of the
kinetic equations, i.e., the exclusion of triplet higher order correlations. It is not, however, the purpose of the
present paper to pursue this question of consistency; it is rather to dcnonstrate how the collision integral can
be derived on these generalized, but still classical, grounds for the case of an infinitely extended homogeneous,
external field free and stationary plasma.
In Section 11, starting from the microscopic Maxwell-Klimontovich equations, the electromagnetic interac-
tion is formulated in terms of the retarded Green's functions G(r, p, t; Y', p(, t'). The six dimensional pair (r, p)
corresponds to a point of the relativistic phase space and p is related to the velocity v and the rest mass in the
usual manner p = myu,y (1 - p2)- , and P2  f The retarded formulation expresses the fact that the
particles correlate with each other through retarded electromagnetic interactions.
To find the collision integral two point correlations must be computed. In general, such correlations are
linked by an infinite hierarchy of equations to three and more point correlations. In the quiescent plasma
theory, this hierarchy is truncated by an expansion in the discreteness parameter and triplet or higher order
correlation are ignored. This procedure is followed here so that a closed hierarchy of equations is obtained for
the one particle distribution functions, the two point correlation functions, and the two point self correlation
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functions. The latter additional function is a consequence of the retarded time formulation and expresses the
probability of finding the same particle at two different positions in phase space and time. For well-defined
particle orbits, the self correlation functions is an irreducible physical quantity. This irreducibility property is
the result of the mutual dependence of the relativistic particle dynamics and the space and time evolution of
its own electromagnetic field. The two point correlation function, on the other hand, correlates two different
particles at two different positions in phase space and time. The two time character of this ftmction is a result of
the finite speed of propagation of the interactions.
In Section III, the statistical apparatus needed to compute the observable quantities is developed. These
quantities have to be ensemble averaged over all possible microscopic particle orbits. To formalize this average,
Liouville functions are used. The one time Liouville functions for one or more species are defined. The two
points and two time kinetic functions are also required because of the retarded character of the interaction.
Therefore, the two time Liouville functions for one or more species are defined and related to the one time
Liouville functions in tle equal time limit.
The Liouville functions are used to carry out the ensemble average, denoted by brackets (<>). The
averaged one point distribution for species a is then denoted by f(r, p, t), and is defined as < FNG(r, p, t) >
the ensemble average of FNG(r, p, t), the Klimontovich function for N particles of species a. The two
point functions come from < FNa(r, p, t)FN1(r', pl, t) >, the ensemble average of the product of two
Klimontovich functions for species a and 8; here (r,p, t) and (v',#, t'), are, in general, two different
phase space and time points. This last averaged product expressed in terms of the two point-two time cor-
relations G,#(r, p, t; i', p', t') and the two point-two time self correlation W4,(r, p, t; r', pf, t'). The function
G.,a(r, p, t; eI, pj, t') refers to two different particles of species a and P, (a could be the same as O) at phase
space-time points (r, p, t) and (r', 1, t').
The function Wa(r, p, t; Vip', t') accounts for the possibility of looking at the same particle orbiting between
two phase space-time points and interacting with its own electromagnetic field. The collision integral is ex-
pressed in terms of those correlations. This resulting expression is correct to first order in the discreteness
parameter.
Finally, in Section III, the closed system of kinetic equations is obtained. It contains the equations for one
particle distribution for fa(r, p, t) where the collision integral enters, the two point correlation G,[(r, p, t; Vi, p(, t'),
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the equal time two point correlation g,1p(r, p, t; 9, p', t), and for the self correlation Wa(r, p, t; /, p', t). The
equal time conditions are included as boundary conditions.
The superposition form for G.,(r, p, t; /, p(, t') and correspondingly for G,,9(r, p, t; /, p(, t) is introduced
in Section IV, and is
Ga(T, , t; ', P(, t') = d3r/d 3p" d "I'W(r, p, t; /', 1', t")P.(i', 1, t'; /', 7', t")
1 d3r"dp dt"WY,(i', 71, t'; ", 7',t")Pa.(r, p, t; 9',1', t")
+ ' d3r"d' -~ .d~m d.. df drdp ff [C"dO" f d" fo
W (/'/'P, t"l; /"l, e, t')P,Y(r, P, t; /', P', t")p,(41', pf, t'; /"I, P(", t"')(9
where V is the volume of the system and m, the average density for the species -f. This form decouples
the kinetic equations. The new function P 1y(r, p, t; r, 71, t'), the discreteness response function, describes the
hielding of a test particle of species a at the point (r, p, t) by the response of a field particle of species # at the
point (/, , t').
The physical meaning of the P0 p(r, p, t; 9', 71, t') function and the derivation of the equation it satisfies are
considered in Section V. In this section, the plasma is taken to be homogeneous and stationary; the external
,fields are also excluded. Under these conditions the equation satisfied by the discreteness response function
Pap(r, p, t; /, p, t') becomes very simple in form. It is then proved that the distribution function perturbation
of a Vlasov plasma made of species a induced by a discrete test particle of species / can be expressed as the
time history integral of the function Pap(r, p, t; 9', p, t').
In Section VI, the collision integral is formulated in terms of the discreteness response function Pao(r, p, t; r', P(, t')
and the self correlation function Wa(r, p, t; r', pf, t'). This reduces the problem to a much simpler one where
only the equations for Pap(r, p, t; /, p1, t') and W0(r, p, t; 9, p', t') must be solved.
In the solution for Pap(r, p, t; /,71, t') two additional physical quantities are introduced. These are
f.,M(p) and ) the density and current perturbations, respectively, induced by discreteness. These
quantities are related by
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4 3(p) = n, d 3p' p(, p) (2a)
(p) . n. d3p'P 13,k(I, p) (2b)
where the subscripts k w arc the Fourier and I aplace transform components in rand t. These quantities obey a
continuity equation which greatly simplified the form of the solution. for P kw(P, P).
In Section VII, the current perturbation J,, is related to the dispersive properties of the medium charac-
terized by the tensor Zkg. This tensor is related to the dielectric tensor e by




where Iis the unit tensor. The dielectric tensor e is the relativistic electromagnetic one. Finally, the collision
integral C(f(pa)) (which determines the rate of change of the distribution function of species a) is expressed
in terms of the tensor Z and the distribution functions of all the species. It is given in Balescu-Lenard form as
Ca(f(pi))= 2q q n .f d p3  f d3kq(k - k. vo)C-(M ,.J 2J~,n%-f P (k.v)
k . .-V.12kk - (.9P -4)f#(P'3)fa~ (4)
where q, qp are the charges for species a and 3. Once this collision integral is in generalized Balescu-Lenard
form, its conservation properties can be easily demonstrated. This form of the collision integral is also manipu-
lated into another form and it is also shown how it reduces to the form derived by Belyaev-Budker and
Bernstein in the absence of shielding.
Finally, in Section VIII, the results obtained here are summarized and the significance and application of
these results are discussed.
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It. The Microscopic Formulation of the Electromagnetic Interaction Operator
The microscopic dynamics of the system is developed, on the basis of the single species Klimontovich
function. The internal electromagnetic forces are expressed in terms of thc potentials which are, self-
consistently and causally, related back to the particle dynamics they determine. This is done using the retarded
Green's function which solves the inhomogencous wave equations for the potentials. The self-consistent force
term in the Klimontovich equation is finally expressed as an integral over all species and all particle orbits in
phase space and time of an operator acting on the Klimontovich function. This electromagnetic interaction
operator is related to the Green's function.
The Klimontovich function FNa(r, p, t) completely specifies the microscopic state of a system of particles
of species a
No
FNatp, t)A FN.(T, A %.(t)), t) = n. 6(r - ri(tO))(p - pi(t)) (5)
where %z is the average density at species a and N is the number of particles of species a. Here, {%a(t)}
denotes the phase space orbits of all particles of species a and rai(t) and pki(t) are the position and momentum
orbits of the i-th particle of species a.
The Klimontovich function obeys the equation,
3 L (1, t) + qa e + m0 ac ) 4 i]FNa(1, ti) = 0 
(6)
where the notation is that a number by itself denotes the corresponding phase space point
I (ri, pI) (7)
The operator L,,(1, ti) includes part of the unperturbed orbit operator and also accounts for the ac-
celerated motion due to the external fields
La(1, ti) = A + qa Eext(ri, ti) p, X Bext(r-, tO (8)
Malt ma~c J(8
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Note thatc, is the partial derivative and 4, is the gradient operator V 1, e and b are the electric and mag-
netic microfields, respectively, and the prime in Eq. (6) denotes the exclusion of the self-force. The microfields
obey Maxwell's equations
4- b== 0 (9a)
(9b)r - e = 41r qna FNad3p
a
4X e=- I 
C
4w [-- FNdp4 X 6= 1et +"" Fa3
c c ma f 'ya
(9c)
(9d)
Using the Lorentz gauge, the microfields can be expressed in terms of the salar potential 0(.r, t) and the
vector potential a(r, t)
I
e = -- cW -- ~a (10a)
(10b)b=4X a
By virtue of Eqs. (9) and (10) # and a satisfy the following equation
(O(- i)(r, t) naqa[f fNa(p, r, t)d3p -
(c 2 - m)a(r, t) = FNa(P, r




G+(r, t; /, t') = 6(t'-t+ I ) (13)
where the retarded solution is adopted to enforce causality. The imicrofields, their gradients, and their time
derivatives are assumed to be zero on the boundaries of the system and in the infinite past. The microfields are
then expressed in terms of G+ so that the Klimontovich equation becomes
41 + L.(1, tj) d2]_t_ dt2FNO(2, t,) Va(1, ti; 2, t2) FN.(=, 0 (14)
where
V,,#(1, ti; 2, t2) 1npqqgOrG+(ri, tj; r2, t2)
+ - 2' 4 G+(ri, ti; r2 , 2 )MOC 11,2
g *G+(r, ti; r2, t2) X x -X (15)
namPc2  '792 laI
This operator Va describes the electromagnetic effect of a particle at (2, t2) on a particle at (1, ti). In the
limit c -+ oo only the first term on the right side of Eq. (15) contributes, and accounts then for the electrostatic
interaction.
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11. The Kinetic Equations
The statistical apparatus, which provides the link between the microscopic description of the previous
section and the macroscopic description is developed here. The local observable macroscopic quantities in
phase space and time are obtained as ensemble averages of microscopic dynamical quantities over the whole
*N-dimensional space where a one time Liouville function is postulated to exist. The non-local macroscopic
observables involving two phase space points are also expressed as ensemble averages of products of micro-
scopic dynamical quantities via the same one time Liouville function. This function provides performing the
appropriate integrations, the most restricted Liouville functions for one or more species. The retarded character
of the interactions creates non-local correlations in phase space and time which are expressed as ensemble
averages of products of microscopic dynamical quantities via a two-time, two point Liouvillefunction.
This statistical apparatus is now used to develop a hierarchy of equations for the one species distribution
functions and the two-time correlations of every order. The hierarchy is truncated to form, along with the equal
time conditions, a closed system of equations. This is done. by dropping triplet and higher order correlations.
This truncation is based on the smallness of the plasma discreteness parameter and it is appropriate for studying
quiescent plasmas, although the external fields, inhomogencities and non-stationary behavior are being kept
throughout, for the sake of generality.
The Klimontovich function is broken up into average and fluctuating pieces. Thus
FNQ(, p, 0) Mr p, t) + UNa( r, p, t0 (16a)
where (as discussed previously) f(r, p, t) is
f.(r, p, t) =_< FN0 (v, P,t0> (16b)
To formalize the average, the one-time Liouville functionDi({%}, t) is introduced. Here {TS} is
{%} O{, 2a, ... , Na,1, 20,..., NpLy, 2 ,,..., N ,...} (17)
the set of all the phase space points of all the particles of all species a, 8, -y, etc. Then, D1({9}, t)d{%} is the
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fraction of systems of all the particles in th. statistical ensemble which are in the phase space volume element
d{9}
d{T} = dlad2a.. .dNad1od2p. . .Nyd1,d,. .dNr... (18)
about the phase space point {} at time t.
The one species, one-time Liouville function for species a is defined as
Dia({%a}, t) =J d{T,,} f d{%,} J...D({TL}, t)
(8, ,... # a) (19)
Similarly, the two species one-time Liouville function is obtained by integrating the Liouville function
overall species expected,
D1 0 p({9 0 } {a;}, t) fd{%} / d{9S) f. .D 1({%}, 1)
(y,6,... #a,P) (20)
The Liouville functions are used to effect the ensemble average of microscopic dynamical quantities. In
general, a microscopic dynamical quantity A is of the form A(r, p, t; {9(t)}), so that the value of A measured
depends on the phase-space-time point of observation (r, p, t), and on the phase space positions of all the
particles in the system, {%(t)}. The ensemble average of A(r, p, t; {%(t)}) i.e. the corresponding observable
field in physical space-time, is then defined as
A(r, p, t; {9(t)}) >- / d{%}D({TI}, t)A(r, p, t; {%(t)}) (21)
Applying Eq. (21) to the Klimontovich finction, Eq. (5) yields
<FNa(1, ti)> =< FNa( ri, P1, t; {%(t 1))>




where V is the volume of the system.
To evaluate the ensemble average of 6FNa(I, tI)FN0 (2, t2) a two-time, two-point Liouville function
D 2 ({%}, t; {'}, t') is needed. D2({%}, t; {'}, t')d{9}d{%'} is defined as the fraction of all particle systems
in the ensemble which are in the phase space volume elements d{} about the phase space point {%} at time
t, and in the volume element d{%'} about the phase space point {'} at time t. In the equal time limit (t = t')
D({%}, t; {'}, ) = D({%}, t)({%} - {%'})(23)
where
N
6({{}T') 6(r - - /)Opij - A) (24)
Eq. (23) just expresses the fact that a system cannot be at two different places in the generalized 6N
dimensional (N 5". N,) phase space at the same time. The two-time, two-species Liouville function is
defined as
DJ({%3}, t; {%'}, t') f d{T,}d{%,)... d{9'}d{%'}.. .D2({9} , t;{S'}, t')
f 7 ,, ... f a (2
Note that a could be the same as /, (a = 6) in this definition (iii that case, Eq. (25) defines the two-time,
one-species Liouville function).
In the equal time limit (t = t'), Eqs. (25), (20), and (23) yield for unlike species (a = /3)
D2 0p({%0 }, t; {S'}, t)= Di1 ,({%6}, {T'}, t) (26)
and for the same species (a = 8)
D2.. ({ 0)}, t; {!'}, t) = Di.({%.}, t)6({%.) - {%'}) (27)
The ensemble average of the product of two observable quantitiesA(r, p, t; {%(t)}) andB(r, p, t;{%'(t')})
can then be defined as
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(A(r, P, t; {9(t)})B(/, p(, t'; {%'(t')})) f d{%})d{'}D2({%},,, t; {('}, t')
A(r, p, t; {%9(t)})B(/, p, t'; {%(t')}) (28)
This definition must now be applied to the products F~V,(t, 1J)F N(2, t2) and 6FN (1, tl)6FNO(2, t 2 ) to
compute the collision integral.
A. Unlike Species, a 73 P
Using Eqs. (28),(25), and (5),
<FNa(X, t)FN,3(X', t')> V2  d2ad3a...dNA d2'd3' ... dN'
D2.,g({X, 2., 30., N.}, t; {X', 2' , 3',.. N'1} t')
- f0 P(X, t; X', t') (29)
where, fap(X, t; X', t')dXdX' is the joint probability of finding a particle of species a in dX around X at t and
a particle of species 3 in dx' around X' at t'. This function can be expanded as the sum of the product of one
point functions plus an irreducible part which is the two point correlation
f0P(X, t; X', t') = f1(X, t)f(X', t') + Ga(X, t; X', t') (30)
Eqs. (16), (29), and (30) imply that
G.13(X, t; X', t') =< FN.(X, t)6FN#(X', t) > (31)
In the equal time limit (t = t'), by virtue of Eq. (26)
<FNa(X, t)FN#(X', t)> =V 2  d2ad3a...dN d2' d3'.. .dN',
Di.aq({X, 2.3.. . N.},{X', 2'3' . .. N'}
M L (X, X'; t) '(29')
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where f0y(X, X'; t) is the one-time, two particle distribution which can be expanded as
fa(X, X'; t) = f.(X, t)fp(X', t) + ga(X, X'; t) (30')
so that g,,,(X, X'; t) is the one-time correlation, which is the equal time limit of Gay(X, t; X', t')
lrm Gfi(X, t; X',t') =g 0 {X, X'; t) (31')
B. Like Species, a = $O
Using Fqs. (28), (25), (16), and (1) yields
<6FN,(X, t)6FN#(X', t') >= Wa(X t; X', t') + Ga(X, t; X', t') (32)
Here the function W0(X, t; X', t') is defined by
W"(X, t; X', t') V2  d1...d(i - 1)d(i + 1)...dN,
J d1 .. .d(j - 1)'d(j + 1)....dN'
D a({10 .. -(i -- 1)., X, (i + 1)...., Na}, t;
{1a,.. -), X, (i + 1)', X', (U + )a, ...,...,.i-1 N'} t') (33)
Physically, W(X, t; X', t') is the self-correlation which gives the probability that the sane particle is at the
point X at time t and at point X' at t'. The second term in Eq. (32) accounts for the correlation between two
different particles of the same species.
In the equal time limit the Eq. (27) is used instead of Eq. (26). Using Eq. (27) in Eq. (33) then yields




< 6FNa(X, t)6FN.(X', ) >= Ifa(X, t)5(X - X') + g"a(X, X'; t) (35)
na
This completes the formal evaluation of Liouville averaged products of fluctuations. The results may be
summarized as follows
< 6FN(X, t)6FPNO(X', 1') >= G0,(X, t; X', t') + W(X, t; X', t') (36a)
imr G0p(X,t;X',t') gO(X,X';t) (36b)
rm W(X, t; X', t') = Vf 2(X, t)6(X - X') (36c)
where Cg is the Kroneckcr delta.
The Liouville average of the Klimontovich equation can thus be evaluated, using Eqs. (36a)-(36b), and is
[I + L(1, ti) - f d2 / dt2 V./3(1, ti; 2, t)fO(2, 2)]f0 (1, t)
- f Jd2 dt2VP(1I, ti; 2, t2)[Ga(1, ti; 2, t2)+ Wa(1, ti; 2, 2)
Ca(1, ti) (37)
This equation is correct to all orders in the plasma discreteness parameter. The quantity C,(1, ti) is the
collision integral for species a. The functions fa(1, t1) and f3(2, t2 ) in Eq. (37) can be replaced by FN(1, t 1) -
6FN.(I, t1) and FN.( 2, t2) - 6FN0 (2, t2), respectively. Multiplying both terms of this equation by bFN,(3, 3 )
Liouville averaging and dropping the triplet correlation, yields the equation for the evolution of G0p(1, ti; 2, t 2)
[61 + M.(l, t,)]G.0 (1, ti; 2, 2) = d3f dIt3V,(1, ti; 3, Q3)[, (
[G-(,t 2; 3, t 3) + 2LO"VW3(2, t2; 3, t3)](i ti) (38)
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This equation is correct to first order in the plasma discreteness parameter. The operator M,(t, t1 ) is
defined as
M.(I, tj) =- L.(1, tj) - d2 f 0dt2V,,/(l, ti; 2, t2)ff3(2, t2) (39)
The operator Ma(l, t1) contains the effects of inhomogencity and non-stationary behavior, which are not
included in La,(1, t').
The same technique is also applied in obtaining the equation for the evolution of g,3(1, 2; ti). Replacing
f,(1, t1) and fo(2, t2) in Eq. (37) as before by FN0 (1, ti) -6FN c(1, t1) and FNv(2, t2)-66FNO( 2 , t2), multiply-
ing by 6FN. (3 t1) and continuing as before, taking into account Eq. (31c), yields the equation for g0"(1, 3; t)
[i + Ma(I, t) + Mp(2, tj)]gj3(1, 2; ti) f d3 dt{
G#1(2, t1 ; 3, t3) + 62WO(2, ti; 3, t) V0,(1, ti; 3, t3)f0(1, t)
+ [G0 y(1, ti; 3, Q3) ±f W.(1, ti; 3, t3) V/3,1(2, ti; 3, t6)fg(2, t)
6(1 - 2) [ , + Ma(1, ti)]f0 (1, ti)} (40)
n.
which is also correct to first-order in the discreteness parameter.
To complete the system of kinetic equations, the equation of evolution of the self-correlation is needed.
The collision integral is here calculated to first order in the plasma discreteness parameter and therefore both
G0y(1, ti; 2, t 2 ) and W.(1,2) are required to first order, so that, W0 (1, tj; 2, t2 ) itself need only be correct to
zero-th order.
The equation which W(1, t1 ; 2, t2) satisfies can be obtained most easily by introducing one-particle
Klimontovich function for species a
Fi0(X, t) 6(X - XI(t)) (41)
where X10(t) is the particle orbit in phase space.
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This microdensity clearly satisfies
F + L(X,t)-0 dX"dt"FN(X"t")Vapj(X, t; X",t) Pi(X, t) = 0 (42)
Summing Eq. (42) over all N particles of species a yields the Na particle Eq. (5). Multiplying Eq. (42) by
Fia(X', t'), Liouville averaging and dropping terms of order SFNa yields
[ + M,,(X, t)] < Fi.(X, t)F10(X', t') >= 0 (43)
Noting that
<1"ia(X, t)F'i(X', t') >= 1 W(X, t; X', t') (44)
then implies that
[A + Ma(X, )1 Wa(X, t; X', t') = 0 (45a)
and, in a similar manner
[ + MA(X', t')]Wa(X, t; X', t') = 0 (45b)
Equations (37), (38), (40), (45), and the equal time conditions (36b) and (36c) form a closed system
of kinetic equations whose solution is extremely complicated because of the coupling of G.#(1, ti; 2, t 2 ) to
ga,(1, ti; 2, ti) and Wa(1, t1 ; 2, t2 ).
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IV. Superposition Principle
In this section the superposition form for the pair correlation functions Gnp(1, t1 ; 2, t2 ) and g,,g3(1, 2; t1 ) is
formulated and proved for a multispecies plasma. The use of this form decouples the equations derived in the
previous section and reduces the problem to solving two relatively simple and uncoupled equations.
The two-time pair correlation G#3(1, ti; 2, t2) can be written according to the superposition form as fol-
lows
Ga(1, ti; 2, t2) f d3 f dt3 Wa(1, ti;3,)P (2, t2 ; 3, 3)
+ v J d3 dt3W#(2, t2; 3, t3)Pyi(1, ti ; 3, t3 )
+ n fd3 d4f dtf dt 4
W(3, t3 ; 4, t4)PI,(t, ti; 3, t3)Pj3,j(2, t2 ; 4, t4) (1')
where Pap(l, tj; 2, tj) is a discreteness response function. (Te equal time limit of Eq (1') gives the correspond-
ing superposition principle form for g,,#(1, 2; t).) The properties of Pa'3(1, ti; 2, t2 ) will be closely examined in
the next section. This superposition form satisfies the equations of evolution for G 13(1, ti; 2, t2 ) and gcj(l, 2; t)
if P.#(1, t1; 2, t2 ) obeys the following equations
{4 + 4 + M.(1, t1) + M#(2, t2)}P,(1, ti; 2, t2) (46a)
- a#(1, ti; 2, t2)fa(1, tl).
np
Pa,(1, ti; 2, t2) = 0 fort, < t2  (46b)
where
a(,ti; 2, t2) V .#(1, ti; 2, t2)
+ np f d3 f dt3Py#(3, t3 ; 2, t2 )Va,(1, ti; 3, t3 ) (46c)
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The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (46c) is the "bare" electromagnetic interaction operator defined
in Section 1. In P 1,(1, tj; 2, t2 ) the labels (1, t1 ) and a correspond to a particle of species a at the phase space
point 1 at time tj interacting with a particle of species P at the phase space point 2 at the time t2 which
corresponds to the labels (2,t2) and f. Particles of every species shield each of these particles, affecting the
interaction between them. The labels (3, 3) and y in Eq. (46c) correspond to such shielding particles of species
,j. Summing over all species and integrating over their phase space position and over the time integral 12 to
tj thus provides this additional shielding effect which modifies the bare electromagnetic interaction operator
E,(1, tj; 2, 2) yielding the shielded operator 'ap(l, ti; 2, 2).
To prove the superposition form for Ga,3(1, t12, t2), Eq. (1') is substituted in Eq. (38), which yields the
following eight terms
Al d3Wp(2, 12; 3, tl)P.#(1, ti; 3, ti) (47a)
A2  n d3 d4 dt4 W,(3, tj; 4, t 4)(47b)Py(1, ti; 3, t1)P (2, 12; 4, 4) (47b)
nI.
A3  I J d3 f d13{4 + Ma(1, ti)}Pa(1, ti; 3, t3)'V,(2, t2; 3, t3) (47c)
A 4  n-, d3 f d4 J dt3 / dt 4 W(3, t3; 4, t4)Pap(2, 12; 4,t4)
{6h + M.(1, ti)}Pn(1i; 3, t3) (47d)
A5  d3 dt 3 V0,(1, ti; 3, t3) W,6(2, t2; 3, t3)h(1, ti) (47e)
A6  f O d4 f dt 4  d3 f dt 3V05(1, ti; 3, t3)f.(1, ti) I W6(3, t3; 4, t 4 )P)36 (2, t2; 4, t4) (47f)
A7  fd4 / d 4 /d3 f da(1, i 3, t3)a(1, I1) W0a(2, t2; 4, t4 )P,5,9(3, t3; 4,14) (47g)
As f dt f fd4 f dt 4 fd5f dts
V 6(1, ti; 3, t3)fk(l, ti) YL'W,1(4, 14; 5, t5)Pj,(2, t2 ; 4, t4)Pb,( 3, t3; 5, 15) (47h)
where the sum of them, A I + A2 + ... j As must be proved to be zero. Noting that the electromagnetic inter-
action operator operates, through its first label, on the momentum coordinate of its operant [see Eq. (15)] and
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that the M operator operates, also through its first label, on the space coordinate as well as on the momentum
coordinate of its operant (see Eqs. (8) and (38)), and using Eq. (46), then yields
A 3 = / d3Wy3(2, t2 ; 3, ti)Pay(1, ti; 3, ti)
I +i f r(t1,; 3, Q (7i
+ d3 dt 3Wy(2, t2; 3, t 3)---- f(1, 1) (47i)
Adding Eq. (47a) to A, A, and A7, gives
A, +A 3 +A 5 +A 7 = d3 dtaI Wp(2, t2; 3, t3)p(1, ti; 3, t3)f.(1, ti)
- J d3 f d 3 1 W3(2, t2; 3, ta){V.,9(1, ti; 3, ) + nfl'
d4 dt4V 6(1, tl; 4, t4)Pp(4, t4; 3, t3) }fa(1, ti) (47j)
which is identically zero by virtue of the definition of the shielded electromagnetic interaction operator (46b).
Therefore
A 1 A +As+A 7  0 (47k)
Applying the same facts to the sum A2 + A4 + A6 + A8 yields
A2 +A 4 +A6 +A 8 = E n fd4 dt4
P#,Y(2, t2; 4, t4{AI + A3 + A5 + A7} (471)
which is zero by virtue of Eq. (47k). Therefore
A,+A2+...+A7 +A8=0 (47m)
which proves the superposition form for Gp.
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The superposition form for g,3 must now be proved. Substituting Eq. (1') in Fq. (40) yields the following
tcrms
ali d3Wil(]., tj; 3; ti)P,,y(2, ti; 3, ti) (48a)
a2 = d3Wp(3, t ; 2, tj)P y(1, ti; 3, 11) (48b)
I f
3 d3 d4 dt3W1y(3, t3 ; 4, tj)P-y(1, ti; 3, t3)Pd,(2, ti; 4, t1 ) (48c)
a4 f d3 f d4 dt4Wy(3, ti; 4, t4)P0,(1, t; 3, ti)P#,(2, ti; 4, t4 (48d)
-y
a5 f~, jd3 dt3W(I, ti; 3,t 3){az1 + My3(2, t)}Po.(2, ti; 3, t3 ) (48e)
a f / d3tJ dt3 Wy3(3, t3; 2, t1){<% + M,(1, ti)}P.p(1, ti; 3, t) (48f)
171  nI /d3J d4 dt3  dt 4Wy(3, t3 ; 4, t4)Pg,(2, t 1 ; 4,t 4 )
{j + MA(1, ti))Pay(I, t1 ; 3, t) (48g)
a72  d3f d4 J di3  dt 4W,(3, t3; 4, t4)P.,(, ti; 3, t3)
{, + MO(2, ti)}Pp,-(2, ti; 4, t4) (48h)
af d3f dt3 Va,(1, ti, 3, t3)a(1, tl)6by Wp(2, t1; 3, t) (48i)
-y d3 dt3V.(1, tl; 3, t3)f.(1, ti) d4 dt4
Wg(2, ti; 4, t4)P-yO(3, t3; 4, Q4 (48j)
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a o fd3 f dt3Va.y(1, tl; 3, t3)f(1, t)- d4 dt4
W-1(4, t4; 3, t3)P#p7(2, tj; 4, t4) (48k)
a, I d3 dt 3 V,,I(., ti; 3, t3)fJ(1, tt) d4 d5 dt. dt5
-y 6
W(4, t4; 5, t5)P,06(2, ti; 4, t.I)Pyb(3, t3; 5, k,)) (481)
a12  - d d3 ti; 3, 6)1(2, tj) W.(1 ti; 3, t3) (48m)
a 13  - f d3 dt3V,(2, ti; 3, t3)fp( 2, ti) / d4 dt4
W.(1, ti, 4, t4)P ,(3, t3; 4, t4) (48n)
a14 - d3 / dt3 Vp,(2, ti; 3, t)f#(2, ti) V / d4 / dt4
W.y(4, t4; 3, t3)Pa,(I, t; 4, 4) (48o)
a, 5 / d3 f dt 3Vgs(2, ti; 3, 3)fa(2, ti) n f d4f d5 dt4  dt5
W(4, t4; 5, t5)P.6(1, tl; 4, t4)P-,(3, t3; 5, t5) (48p)
where the sum of the ai's must be show to be zero.
By taking the equal time limit of Eq. (47m), it is immediately clear that
a2 + a4+a +a71+a8+a8 +aIo-+a l {Al+A2+...+ A7+As}t 2=t= 0 (48q)
and also that
a, + a3 + a5 + a72 + a12 + a13 + a14 -[ as= {A, + A2 + ... +A 7 +As}1-2 0 (48r)
where the notation I +-+ 2 means that the indices 1, 2 have been interchanged. Therefore
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a, + a2 + ... al4 + a15 = 0 (48s)
which proves the superposition form for ga3(1, 2; t).
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V. The Discreteness Response Function
The physical interpretation of the discreteness response function P,1(1, tj; 2, t2 ), will be examined in this
section. As well as in the preceding sections, homogeneity and stationarity are assumed for the system and
external fields are excluded. Under these assumptions, L0 (1, ti) and Ma(1, ti) simplify to
Ma(1, ti) = L.(1, ti) = P1 r (49)
Consider first the Vlasov limit of a multi-species plasma, so that Eq. (37) reduces to the Vlasov equation
1' I~f3~, j; 2
+ - r, -- d2 dt2V(1, ti; 2, ) fp(l, t) = 0 (50)
The distribution function response for the species a (or I) induced by a test particle of species s, is now
derived. Expanding the distribution function around its equilibrium form (the medium is homogeneous and
stationary) yields
1f(1, t) = 7A(pi) + 6fa,(1, ti; 0, t) + -6(1 - r)6., (51)
na
The first term accounts for the equilibrium distribution function. The second one refers to the distribution
function perturbation due to a test particle of species a whose initial position and momentum at time to denoted
by 0, and whose current position in phase space is denoted by r. The third term accounts for the contribution to
the distribution if the test particle happens to be of the species a and at the phase space position 1 at the time ti.
Note that these last two terms are first order in the discreteness parameter. Substituting Eq. (51) in Eq. (50) and
dropping terms of second order in the discreteness parameter then yields
f3 + y- ai1 , ti;o, t0 ) d2 / dt26f3,(2, t2 ; 0, t0) V(1, tj; 2, t2 )j,(PI)
+E2 f d2 f dt 26(2 - )6,4V/(1, ti; 2, t 2 )70 (PI) (52)
,, n/3
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The perturbation induced in the distribution function by the test particle can also be formally expressed as
6f,,,(1, ti; 0, t,,) =T Odtr 11(1, tj; r, tr) (53)
aT
where
r(I, fi; r, tT) -= 6f..(I, tj; r, tT) (54)
aT t
Physically, this expresses the fact that the test particle interacts over its whole orbit history with the species
a, inducing a rate of response in fa given by the quantity FIT(1, tj; r, t7'), Substituting Eq. (53) in Eq. (52) for
6f, and 6fp then gives
( A - dtr 1(1, t; r, t) = d2 J dtT dt 2 fl(2, t2; r,T)T O as (3 f0a
t
Vap(I, tj; 2, t2)7a(pI) + - / dtV(1, tj; riT)7a(pl) (55)
n3 -- 00
Taking into account Eq. (46c), Eq. (55) can be rewritten as
dtT (a% +c + 1 -r ,+ -T 4) l(1' ti;r, tT)
-- 00 ma'161 Ms'YT
(1, ii; T, tT)]_58
ti- tT ( 0 (56)
which is true for arbitrary value of ti and so implies that
{+4T + -6r + - ],(1, t; rtT)Ma'Yai Mss a
f0(1, tj; r, tT)
no )(57)
Comparing Eq. (57) to Eq. (46) then yields, by virtue of Eq. (54)
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dPRa(1, tj; 2, t2) = o-fa.1 (1, ti; 2, (t2)) (58)
%hich says that the discreteness response function P(y(1, t1 ; 2, t2) can be identified as the total rate of change of
the perturbation of the equilibrium distribution function of species a at 1 at time ti, induced by a test particle
of species P whose orbit is 2(t 2). The total time derivative d/dt is equivalent to the time derivative in the test
particle rest frame.
VI. Solution of the Kinetic Equations
T7he collision integral is expressed in terms of the discreteness response and self correlation functions.
These functions satisfy relatively simple and most important, uncoupled equations of evolution in the absence
of external fields, inhomogeneitics and non-stationary behavior. The time evolution of the self correlation func-
tion involves causal and acausal propagators. The solution of the equation for the discreteness response function
is facilitated by utilizing a continuity relationship between two of its moments, i.e., the density and current
response functions induced by discreteness. The discreteness response function is, however finally expressed
in terms of the induced current response function but this is precisely the form which will be used in the next
section for the calculation of the generalized collision integral.
Substituting Eq. (1') in Eq. (37) yields for the collision integral
C'(1, ti) d2 dt2Va 3 (1, ti; 2 6aiWy(1, ti 2,2))
+no d3 f-0dt3P.0(1, tj; 3, t3)WO(3, t3; 2, t2) (59)
The first term accounts for the contributions to the collision integral due to the retarded interaction of a
particle of species a at 1 at time t1 with its own field; this interaction is shielded due to the presence of all the
other particles. The second term is the contribution due to the shielded retarded interaction of a particle of
species a at 1 at time t1 with the fields of the rest of the particles. The equation for Pap(1, ti; 2, t2 ) , under the
assumptions of Section V, becomes
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[ + ? . + P2 P.jPu (, ti;2,t 2 )
n/'3
Eqs. (45a) and (45b) for the self correlation function Wa(1, t1 ; 2, t2), and its equal time limit 1q. (36c), also
simplify to
W(1, t; 2, t2 ) = 0 (61a)
24 W(1, ti; 2, ) = 0 (61b)
WV(1, ti; 2, t1) = Vf(p 1)6( -- 2) (61c)
Eqs. (60) and (61) with Fq. (59) , as the new form for the collision integral, form the new system of kinetic
equations to be solved.
The advantage of this system over the previous one is apparent in the simplicity of the equation for the
discreteness response function. There are only two equations to be solved and, most importantly, they are not
coupled. Equations (61a) and (61) consist of an initial and a final value problem. Equations (61a) and (61b) are
true for times ti > t2 and t2 > tj, respectively. Therefore Eq. (61a) can be solved as an initial value problem
and Eq. (61b) as a final value problem.
Introducing the one-sided functions W±(1, ti; 2, t2 )
W±(1, ti; 2, t2) = Wa(1, t1 ; 2, t2)II(-(tl - t2)) (62a)
where




It is evident that the functions W+ and W- satisfy (61a) and (61b), respectively, and that both satisfy the equal
time condition (61c).
The Fourier transform of the self con elation function W,, in the difference variables in space and time
(which is appropriate since the system is homogeneous and stationary) satisfies
Wakj(P],P2) = W kj(Pt,P2)+ W,-k.(P1,P2) (63)
Here the vector k labels the Fourier transform in r, - r2, and the scalar w the Laplace transform in t4 --
Fourier transforming Eqs. (54a) - (54b) and taking into account Eq. (62) gives
W+ ~~ Vf(p1 )6(Pt -P2)(6aWk,(Pt, P2) - iw + ik. via 6a
__k.(tP 2 VfAPO)6p 1  P2) (64b)
-- iw + ik. vpa
Taking into account the causal (anticausal) properties of the function W (W-~k,), Eqs. (63) and (64) finally
yield
Wak,,(P1 P2) = 27rVf(pi)6(p1 - p 2)6((w - k.- v1a) (65)
which gives the solution for the self correlation function Wa(1, ti; 2, t2) in Fourier space.
The next step is to solve Eq. (60) for the discreteness response function Pap(1, tt; 2, t2 ). Homogeneity
implies that the function Pa#(1, t1 ; 2, t2) is only a function of r, - t . In general, Pp(I, ti; 2, t2) can be
expressed as a function of ti - t2 and tj + t2 . Furthermore, fa(I, ti) and f#(2, t2 ) evolve on a time scale
large compared to the time scale on which the discreteness response function Pap(1, t1 ; 2, t2) evolves (this is
the usual Bogoliubov ansatz). Fourier transforming in space (r, - 2 -+ k) and Laplace transforming in time
(t + t2 -+ w,; ti - t -+ wj) then yields
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tw, + ik .(v.4 - [2-) iwosI k.,S(PI P2) - [-isPfklW(PIP2; t1 + t2 =0)
dAPI)p -f+C dW['
Y1pk..,wd(PIP2) +i di fV k,,kw.;+ic 2
Pypkw.-w(P3, P2)](P1) (66)
Therefore, by employing the final value theorem for the Laplace transform of the function P0,a(1, tI; 2, t2),
the time asymptotic, stationary function to which the function Py(1, ti; 2, t2 ) relaxes is obtained. Applying the
final value theorem to Eq. (66) then gives
ik - (vi- - v2p)Papk(P, P2)




Eq. (67) is now interpreted as the Fourier transform in the difference variables in both space and time,
since it describes stationary correlations. Note also, that while such a function P0ok-(P, P2) does not satisfy
Eq. (60c), this is unimportant to the calculation of the collision integral, where only products of P #'s and V0,,'s
appear. Equation (24) can also be written as
C(k,w; p1) = d3P2Vakw(P1,P2)[6GpWkp(Ph p2)
+ np/ d 3P3P 0eku1,P3)WkJPaP2) (68a)
where the quantity Ca(k, w; p1) satisfies
Jdwd C.(k, w;pl), (68b)
the k, w components of all the involved quantities but C0(k, w; pi) are Fourier components, and * denotes
complex conjugation. Fourier transforming the electromagnetic interaction operator defined in Eq. (15) yields
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V1Kk,(Pi, P2) k - w .(k,
where
4(k, w; vai) = (1 - k- )'+ ~
w w
Two momecnts of the transformed discreteness response function Pylk,w(P3, p2) arc defined
,~pkJP2)n-,/d 3 Py ku(P3, P2) (4a)
(4b)kw n y f d 3p3P, ,kPip3, )V,,3
which are the density and current perturbation respectively, induced by discreteness..
Using Eqs. (4) and (69) in Eq. (67) yields
I P 4irqaqf k - Vj2 - 'D(k, w ; V .) O p f( I
aP0 kjP',p2) - k -(q,1 -V02)
~4iqaq, f, 3kI(P2)k - ,pk,(P2) -$(k,w; Vai)
k2 - k (v0 1 -, 3 2)
p~fa(pl) (70)
A continuity relation between the density and the current perturbations is proved as follows. Using Eq.
(70) in Eq. (2b), dot multiplying by the vector k and dividing by the frequency w yields
k -J, 3k-(P2) = 4,rrq, E q6k * v02
k2 - 86o 3+ k-(P2)





- L[69V2 + J,,k,,(P2)] f 3 D(k, W; vy3) -af,(P3)k -a )}, - 6 (71)
9A -(D(k, w; V13) = 0 (72)
has been used.
Substituting the expression for the function P,1k.(P3, P2) in the definition (2a) for the density perturba-
tion fkj(P2) yields
-Arnnlq' dP3) k . Opfy(pj)
kw( 2) + kdpa k -(V-3 - V,32)
C2 1 k -(V, - V,32)
- Sage2+ rskW(P2)1 da<(k, w; v 3) . f(P3)}()
Comparing Eq. (73) to Eq. (71) gives
k - Tk(2
' kN(P2) (74)
provided that w = k - v2. The condition w = k - t is automatically satisfied because of the presence of the
delta function 6(w - k v,) in the collision integral, as will be shown in Sec. VII. Using Fq. (74) in Eq. (70)
finally gives
47rq0  1
P0,kk~, 2(I~2) q)2 k p(k k 6 -2 +2) (75a)





VII. Generalized Collision Integral
In this section, the induced current response is related to the dispersion tensor of the relativistic multi-
species plasma. This makes possible the expression of the collision integral in a generalized Balescu-Lenard
form. 'Thc form, in terms of the longitudinal and transverse dielectric functions is also obtained. This second
form provides easily the collision integral in the absence of shielding. Substituting Eqs. (75) in the definition
(4b) for the induced current response function J0 Ihkkv(p2) and summing over all species, yields
q3 V/ 32 + E T k (P2)
S1. -({k -132)]kc(k -002)
4 qn I d2 kk (k-.#3 2)(P(k, k -V 2 ; VP2) P
a f ~ k.(v,., - V,32) Ma
which also can be written as
OVP2 +_ _k,_k_(P2) -;- fa d 31 kk- (k - 31 )2 (k, k. V3 2; vF.)
+[ .2)2 _ k P2 k. (va -V#2)
=P ) = qP1 V2 (76)
Now, the transpose of the relativistic, electromagnetic dielectric tensor ekw can be written as
I - d2 $< (k,w ;v ) p
a f d3 . aP (77)
Using Eq. (77) in Eq. (76) finally yields
[I- - fkk.V, 2) +k ( 822AV .fkV1)
I1 - (k. #2)2 1 - (k - 002)2
- [q 3'v32 + 5 ,Y ,k (P2) = q1oV2 (78)
The dispersion tensor Zis defined12 as
32
Z IL + IT
6L CT - t2
where the scalars CL and CT are the longitudinal and transpose dielectric functions, respectively
et=k - -k e-
ETIT = C - ILJ
with the projectors IL and IT defined as
I = kk; I T I- Nk
Using Eqs. (79) in Eq. (76), yields
q P 2  + 92 Y 13pIk , k -Vp 2(P 2) = q ,0 2 - Z k ,k -v . IL - 1 -8 2)2 I T](A. 13/2)2 T
Substituting Eq. (80) in Eq. (75) and taking into account Eq. (67) yields
- k,kvJP P2MPA
aPikkv,2(P'P2) = ink .(q. - V02)
where
V#2 - Zkkvn2 2 IT [ ck -(A. I3 2)2 (k, k - v02; V.1)
(82)
k V2 11 - ( - 132)2]









Co f k p2aVGkw(Pi, P2)[f3(PI)6(pr - p2)6(w - k -Vf2)6a 3]
+ 2w d3p2 d3P1Q/3k,(PI'2) kA 0(P1,P2)f(PI) 1
6(P3 P2)6(w - k . Vp3) (83)
Because of the delta function 6 (p3 - p2), the causal nature of the integral in the second terr, of the right-
hand side of Eq. (83) and the fact that the principal value term is zero-(since the intregrand is odd under
(w, k) - (-w, -k); everything else is even in this term). Eq. (83) can be written after performing the w-
integration, as
C0 , 1) Cf dw
CWPI) - C-k4(P1)
- f d3p2f,(p2)Ya kkk-(pj,p2)[6(k. 
- k2 -  va) k (P1,p2)fa(pi)
+E 'f d3p2f/3(p2)6.GV/,3kkv ,(Pj,P2)6(PI 
-P2) (84)
The presence now of the delta function 6(k - V# 2 - k - vai) in Eq. (84) makes Eq. (82) equivalent (for the
purposes of substituting Eq. (82) into Eq. (84)) to
pkk-sp2(plp2) = i4 q Vn2' Zkk-v,2 v01k.O 1  (82')
Performing the k-integral in Eq. (84) and taking into account Eq. (79') finally yields
d3k
C'(PI) (2d3k( ()(2k7rk
2 2qnO41 f36(k k/3 V- I 12k )/ q3fdk (k -V02)4 IV/32 Zkk'*, 
- p l/3f
/3 (2w) 2n3" (k 31)2 JI
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To simplify this result further, Eq. (80) is manipulated into the form
Oil]~~~ [1)1ol*rl Vl v k.vv31)
- t - -- -IT] -t (86)
This egqation is used to simplify the second term of the collision integral as it is written in Eq. (85). The
term v,3 in the first-bracket of the right-hand side of Eq. (86) does not contribute anything in the collision
integral since it leads to a term which is odd in k. Using this fact twice and expressing the transformed induced
current response function J k,, in terms of the function P,*kk v, in an intermediate step, yields for the
second term of the collision integral
F2 -6 kd3k )2 V-,[ 2+ Y,(k,k& -3 ;v, 2)
f (k. 1 #1)2 .
Lt -- Val (87)
Taking into account Eq. (86) for re-expressing Eq. (87) finally yields for the whole collision ititegral
C(P-) C(f0 (p2))
2q2qingg a - d2 3  3k 6(k. v - k* -p)Iv,8 Zk,k.j -) V.|~qq 3 1  p Pa j (k 0) If d~ ) k'a(k
kk . (a - OpP)faMP$)faPa) (88)
where the labels 1 and 2 were absorbed into the indices a and # respectively, since they occur in pairs (1, a) and
(2, 0). This is the relativistic, electromagnetic generalization of the Balescu-Lenard form for the non-relativistic,
electrostatic collision operator.
The collision operator C0 (p6) can also be expressed in terms of the longitudinal and transverse dielectric
functions (73b), (73c). Eq. (78) can be re-written, expanding the identity tensor in its transverse and longitudinal
parts, as
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q/032 + gq),i(k, k . Vj ; p2)
= q2 IT + 11 (89)
-kPt12)h2 CT L
where Eqs. (79b)-(79c) have also been used.
Using Eq. (89) in combination with Eq. (86) and keeping in mind the properties of the projectors IL and
IT(L IL; AT= I; IL - T - IL = 0) yilds
vP ZA k.,v' -0 % (k - V.) + K 2 v. - v# - (k - V.)2 2 (00 k ktak-k-v (k - v.) 2E k,k-v - k2c2
Substituting this form I -Zk kv. v.1 2 back into Eq. (88) then gives
C. (fa(pa)) = T 2q qnpOa. f d3p# J d 3k6(k- - k - vp)
I k 2 71 - ,3 - (k . va) 2  kk
Lkk-a (k Va)2 kkv - k2c2 2 -) (88)
This form can easily be applied to no-relativistic plasmas; the only difference exists in the definition of momen-
turn in the classical versus relativistic cases. This form, for non-relativistic plasma was derived in 1961 by Silin4 ,
who used. the quantum mechanical approach.
When the shielding is absent EL = ET = 1 and the form (88') is reduced to the one Belyaev and Budker9
and independently BernsteinI derived for the Lorentz gas
C(f(p)) = 2q n4. f dk(k. v.- k. i) (1 -3kON(1 -(k. - 3)2)2
kk
-4 (4-- og)f(P')(P). (91)
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VIII. Conclusion
The retarded time generalization of Rostoker's superposition principle is formulated and proved for the
two-particle correlation function in the case of a multispecics, relativistic and fully electromagnetic plasma,
including external fields, inhomogeneities and nonstationary behavior.
Using one and two-time Liouville functions for one or more species to carry out the ensemble averages,
a closed system of equations is obtained which involves the one particles distribution function, the two-point
correlation functions and the two-point self-correlation. The infinite hierarchy of equations for orrelations is
then truncated by neglecting terms of second and higher order in the plasma discreteness parameter.
The generalized superposition principle then reduces the system of coupled kinetic equations to a much
simpler one, involving only the one particle distribution, the two-point self-correlation, and the discreteness
response function Pa(1, ti; 2, t2) equation in an uncoupled fashion. In the special case of homogeneous, sta-
tionary and external field free plasma, the Pap(1, ti; 2, t 2) equation is easily solved; in this case, the discreteness
response function Pag(1, ti; 2, t2) is identified to be the total time derivative of the perturbation of the distribu-
tion function of a Vlasovian particle of species a at 1 at time t1 , induced by a test particle of species # whose
orbit is 2(t 2).
The shielded, relativistic, electromagnetic operator is then derived using the solutions for P0#(1, ti; 2, t2 )
and the self-correlation function in a simple and straightforward fashion. The collision operator is then manipu-
lated into the Balescu-Lenard form, and into the form first derived by Silin who calculated the operator for
the non-relativistic case using a quantum-mechanical approach. It is also shown that the generalized operator
reduces to the form derived by Bernstein in the absence of shielding.
Knowledge of the shielded relativistic and electromagnetic collision operator could be important in dealing
with the runaway electron problem. In this Spitzer-Harm type of problem, a steady state can be attained by
balancing two competing mechanisms. One is the acceleration of the electrons up to very high velocities due
to the action of external fields; the other is the collisional interaction of the relativistic electron tail of the
steady-state distribution with the bulk of the electrons which have a Maxwellian distribution of arbitrarily high
temperature. This last mechanism is precisely that which is expressed by the generalized collision operator.
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